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DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS OVER LOCALLYCOMPACT
ABELIANGROUPS
BY
G. A. EDGAR AND J. M. ROSENBLATT
Abstract. A homogeneous linear difference equation with constant coefficients over a locally compact abelian group G is an equation of the form
2"_1 Cjf(tjx) = 0 which holds for all x e G where cx,..., c„ are nonzero
complex scalars, /,,...,/„
are distinct elements of G, and / is a complexvalued function on G. A function / has linearly independent translates
precisely when it does not satisfy any nontrivial linear difference equation.
The locally compact abelian groups without nontrivial compact subgroups
are exactly the locally compact abelian groups such that all nonzero / €
LpiG) with 1 < p < 2 have linearly independent translates. Moreover, if G
is the real line or, more generally, if G is R" and the difference equation has
a characteristic trigonometric polynomial with a locally linear zero set, then
the difference equation has no nonzero solutions in Cg(G) and no nonzero
solutions in Lp(G) for 1 < p < oo. But if G is some R" for n > 2 and the
difference equation has a characteristic trigonometric polynomial with a
curvilinear portion of its zero set, then there will be nonzero Cf¿R")
solutions and even nonzero Lp(R") solutions for p > 2n/(n — 1). These
examples are the best possible because if 1 < p < 2n/(n - 1), then any
nonzero function in Lp(R") has linearly independent translates. Also, the
solutions to linear difference equations over the circle group can be simply
described in a fashion which an example shows cannot be extended to all
compact abelian groups.

0. Introduction. A homogeneous linear difference equation with constant
coefficients in the complex numbers C over the group of integers Z is an
equation of the form 2"= ] cj{z, + z) = 0 which holds for all z G Z where
cx, . . ., cn G C are nonzero, the elements zx,. .., zn G Z are distinct, and/:
Z^> C. It is well known (see [1] and [9, p. 163]) that the only solutions of
such difference equations are of the form/(z) = 2f=1 Qk(z)ak where the Qk
are polynomials over C and the scalars ak G C are nonzero. If one assumes in
addition that \f(z)\ < B\z\E for some constants B,E > 0, then each ak has
modulus one; if / is bounded, then also each Qk is a constant polynomial.
Hence, the only functions in lx(Z) which satisfy a nontrivial difference
equation over Z are the trigonometric polynomials on Z, linear combinations
over C of complex characters on Z. As a consequence, the only function in
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cQ(Z) or lp(Z) with 1 < p < oo that has a dependence relation among its
translates is the zero function.
To generalize the concept of a difference equation to a locally compact
abelian group G, choose nonzero elements c„ .. ., c„ G C and distinct
elements /,, . . ., tn G G. For/: G-* C, define the difference operator D by
Df = 2". ! CjTJ where the translation operators Tt are defined by Tj(x) =
f(tx) for any t,x G G. A difference equation is then any equation of the form
Df = 0. One of the major problems in difference equations is to describe all
solutions /: G -> C to a given difference equation Df = 0; one would like a
form for the solutions which makes it clear which measurable functions in
some Lp(G) with 1 < p < oo can satisfy a difference equation. If there are
any solutions to the difference equation at all, there will be solutions in
LX(G); but there may be no solutions in Lp(G) with 1 < p < oo or in C0((?)
depending on the nature of the group and the difference equation. For
background and notation see [5], [6], [23], [24] and [29].
1. General locally compact abelian groups. Suppose Df — 2"=1 CjTJ is a
difference operator on a locally compact abelian group G and / G LX(G).
Then the Fourier transform/is defined on the dual group G by

/ (Y)= JG
f f(s)yJs)dXc (s) for all y G G,
where Xç is a fixed Haar measure in G. The Fourier transform of Df G LX(G)
is also well defined and, for all y G (j,

(Dfy(y)=f(y)±cjy(tj).
7=1

Since/ G C0(G), the only way that one can have Df = 0 a.e. [Xq] is to have
/ = 0 a.e. [Xg] or to have the sum 2J= x Cjy(tj) vanishing for y in a nonempty
open subset of G. Therefore, to see whether Df = 0 is possible with 0 ^ / G
LX(G), one must consider the zero set Zp = {y G G: p(y) = 0} of the

trigonometric polynomial p: G-* C defined by p(y) = 2"_i c,y({,). This
polynomial is called the characteristic trigonometric polynomial of the
difference equation. Although the following lemma is known (see Ross [27],
[28] and López and Ross [21, p. 123]), the argument given here seems to be
new and somewhat simpler than the ones given previously.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose G is a locally compact abelian group without nontrivial
compact subgroups. Then a trigonometric polynomial on G which vanishes in a
set of positive measure with respect to X¿ must vanish on all of G.

Proof. The assumption on G is equivalent to assuming G is connected (see
Hewitt and Ross [11, p. 383]). Therefore, assume ^ is a connected locally
compact abelian group and p is a trigonometric polynomial on X which
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vanishes on a compact set K c X with XX(K) > 0.
First, consider the function

F(x) = XX(K n Kx~l n • • • n Ax"").
This is a continuous function of x and F(l) = XX(K) > 0. Hence, there exists
an open neighborhood U of 1 such that F(u) > 0 for all u G U. But then for
all u G U, there exists y G K such that yu' G K for / = I,.. . , n. Compare
with Kemperman [16].
Now let y„ . . ., y„ be distinct characters on X and let cx,.. ., c„ be
complex numbers with/>(x) = 2£=1 c^y^x). For kx,k2 = 1,. . . , n, let
Ek,k2 = {xGX:

yk¡(x) m y^íx)};

the set Ekk is a closed subgroup and, if Ac,^ k2, it contains no interior.
Indeed, if E^ contains interior, then it is open and closed. Since X is
connected, this implies X = Ek^ and kx = k2. Hence the set
U\

(J

{x G X: yk¡(x) = yk2(x)}

ki*k2

is an open dense subset of U.
Thus, there exists u G U such that {yk(u): k = I, . .., n) are distinct
complex numbers. Choose y G K such that y«' G K for / = 1.n.
Then
0=p(yu')=

2 ckyk(y)yk(u)1
¿=i

for / = 1,. .. , n. But since {yk(u): ac = 1, ...,«}
are distinct and the Vandermonde determinant det(yk(u)') ^ 0, we must have ckyk(y) = 0 for all

k = 1,.. ., n. So ck = 0 for all k = 1, . . ., n andp =0.

n

A nontrivial difference operator D cannot be identically zero on LX(G) and
so its characteristic trigonometric polynomial cannot vanish identically on G.
Hence, Lemma 1.1 proves that in a locally compact abelian group without
nontrivial compact subgroups, no nonzero / G LX(G) can be a solution to a
nontrivial difference equation. Conversely, if K is any compact subgroup of
G, there exists a compact neighborhood K0 c G with kKQ = K0 for all
k G K; hence, if G contains a nontrivial compact subgroup, then there exists
a nonzero characteristic function / G LX(G) and some k =£ 1 in G with
TJ —/ = 0. In addition, because the Fourier transform is also well-defined
and one-to-one from ¿¿(G)-» L/)/(;,_1)(G) when \ < p < 2, the following
theorem is a consequence of Lemma 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose G is a locally compact abelian group without nontrivial
compact subgroups. Then any nonzero function in Lp(G) with 1 < p < 2 has
linearly independent translates.

The examples in §2 will show why the restriction on p is necessary even in
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Euclidean spaces, but there are other classes of functions on locally compact
abelian groups without nontrivial compact subgroups that will also have
linearly independent translates.
Lemma 1.3. Suppose G is a locally compact abelian group without nontrivial
compact subgroups and let E be a nonempty subset of a compact subset of G.
Then for distinct elements gx, . . . , g„ G G, there always exists some i =

1, . . . , n such that g¡E \ U { gjE: j ¥* /} *0.
Proof. One of the other characterizations of a locally compact abelian
group G with connected dual group is that for g G G, g i* 1, there exists a
continuous homomorphism <p: G -» R with q>(g) ¥= 0 (see Hewitt and Ross
[11, p. 390]). For each / +j, choose a continuous homomorphism tp^: G —*R

with <fy(g,)=é<p0-(gj).
With d = n(n - l)/2, define <p:G -» Rd by

9(g) - (%(g)' iJ - 1,..-,«, i *•/*)
where some fixed order for the indices is chosen independently of g G G.
Then <pis a continuous homomorphism of G into Rd with q>(gx),. . . ,<p(g„)
distinct and <p(E) contained in some compact set. If some q>(gi)(p(E) is not
contained in the union of the other <p(gj)<p(E), then the same is true of g¡E.
Hence, without loss of generality, G is Rd. But then it is an obvious
geometrical fact that for distinct vectors gx, .. ., g„ G Rd, there is a vector
g0 G Rd such that the scalar products g0- g¡, i = 1,..., n, are distinct. That
is, by taking another continuous homomorphism f': Rd -» R given by ^(g)
= g0 - g, the lemma is reduced to the case that G is R itself. But in the real
line, if the elements g,,...,
g„ are distinct, then some one g, must be largest
and for this g¡, g¡E is not contained in the union of the other g}E. □
Remark. The proof shows that there are always two elements g¡ E and g, E
which are not contained in the union of the other gjE.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose G is a locally compact abelian group without nontrivial compact subgroups. Letf¥= 0 be any of the following:
(1) a function which vanishes outside a compact set,
(2) an element in Lj(G) which vanishes outside a compact set,
(3) a measure with compact support,
(4) a distribution with compact support.
Then f has linearly independent translates.

Proof. In case (1), let E = {x G G: f(x) ^ 0}; then suppose some distinct
elements gx,. . ., gn G G, and scalars cx,.. . , c„ G C satisfy 2"_t c¡Ttj = 0.
Using Lemma 1.3 with this E and g,-1,.. ., g~l, we can find some i =
1, . . ., n and some point x G g~ IE with x £ gf lE for all/ ¥= i. So

0=2c/(g,x)
7-1

= c/(g,.x)
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while f(gjX) ¥=0. Hence c, = 0 and 2*^ CjTgf= 0; by induction, all the
coefficients c, = 0. In case (2), the argument is the same except that a lifting
which commutes with the group action must be used because one would only
begin with the assumption that 2"=1 CjTtj' = 0 a.e. [Xç]; see [12] for the
existence and relevant properties of such a lifting. The cases (3) and (4) are
treated similarly. □
We make one further remark about the general locally compact abelian
group. Whenever the zero set of the characteristic polynomial is nonempty,
there will be characters which satisfy the difference equation; other functions
in LX(G) or distributions which satisfy the difference equation can then be
obtained as a distributionally convergent sum of those characters which are
solutions. However, the theorems in Jenkins [13] and in Rosenblatt [26] do
establish the following limitation.
Theorem 1.5. A nonzero positive bounded function on a locally compact
abelian group can satisfy a difference equation 2J=j cfT f = 0 only i/2"_j Cj —

0.
2. The groups R". For some locally compact abelian groups, Theorem 1.2 is
not the best possible one of its kind. If the group G is the integers, then the
classical solution of a homogeneous difference equation with constant coefficients shows that no restriction on the Lp-space other than 0 < p < oo
needs to be made; indeed, any nonzero function in cQ(Z) has linearly
independent translates. This fact is really a special case of Theorem 2.9 which
will simultaneously prove that any nonzero function in C0(R) or in Lp(R)
with 1 < p < oo has linearly independent translates. However, one cannot
extend Theorem 1.2 to include C0(G) or all Lp(G) with/? > 2 in general as
the following example shows. This example is really a special case of much
deeper theorems that are already known and which will be discussed
subsequently; we present it here to stress the truly elementary nature of the
phenomenon.
Example 2.1. Consider the difference equation over R2:

2f(x,y)=f(x

+ \,y) + f(x - \,y)+f(x,y

+ 1) +/(x,y

- 1).

If one takes the Fourier transform of

Pf—^f —T(i,o)f—Tt-y®f—^(o,d/—^(o.-d/>
then one sees that the characteristic trigonometric polynomial is p(x,y) = 2(1
— cos x — cos y). This difference equation was chosen with the fact in mind
that %p contains curvilinear arcs. With cos-1: [0, 1]—»[0,tt/2] denoting the
inverse cosine function, the curve
c(t) = (cos_1(/), cos_1(l - t))

for (£[0,1]
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has an image contained in 2 . This proves that the function

/(x,y)

= /"2/3exp(/(x,y).c(0)df

satisfies the difference equation above, although a direct substitution will do
the same. The function / is continuous and, as the arguments which follow
show, satisfies an estimate |/(x,y)| < ^/(|*| + |y|)1/2 for a constant A
independent of x andy. This function then is in C0(R2), in all Lp(R2) for
p > 4, and also has a dependence relation among its translates.
To prove the estimate on |/(x,y)|, one can use two lemmas of van der
Corput which are standard tools for getting asymptotic estimates (see [17, pp.

15-16]).
Lemma 2.2. Suppose h is a real-valued function with a monotone derivative h'

on [a, b] with h'(t) > X > 0 or h'(t) < -X < 0 for all t G [a, b]. Then the
integral J = /* exp(2w/A(r))dt satisfies \J\ < l/X.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose h is a twice differentiable real-valued function on [a, b]

with h"(t) > p > 0 or h"(t) < -p < Ofor all t G [a, b]. Then the integralJ of
Lemma 2.2 satisfies \J\ < 4/Vp .
These two lemmas apply to estimating
(l/27r)(x,y) • c(t). One computes

h'(t)

—x

2m \

(1 -

t2)1

(i-(i

|/(x,y)|

if we let h(t) =

tfr

and

h"(t) =

-xt

-y{\ - t)

(1 - t2f2

(1 - (1- tf)2\V2

If both x and y are positive, then h"(t) < — Bx(x + y) for some constant

Bx > 0 independent of x and y and all í G [j, f ]. If both x and y are
negative, then h"(t) > - Bx(x + y) for all t G [y, f ]. Hence, Lemma 2.3
proves that in the first and third quadrants of R2, |/(x,y)| < Ax/(\x\ +
|y|)1/2 for some constant Ax which is independent of x andy.
To get an estimate for |/(x,y)| in the second and fourth quadrants of R2,
one uses Lemma 2.2 because in these quadrants h" may vanish. However, for
any (x,y), the function h"(t) can be zero at most once on \\, \\ as a
straightforward calculation shows, and so h'(t) is piecewise monotone in two

pieces on \\, §]. Also, if (x,y) is in the second quadrant, then there is a
constant B2 > 0 independent of x andy such that h'(t) > B2(\x\ + \y\) for all
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t G l j, f ]. If (x,y) is in the fourth quadrant, then h'(t) < - B2(\x\ + \y\) for
ail t G [ j, f ]. Hence, Lemma 2.2 proves that in the second and fourth
quadrants of R2, |/(x,y)| < -d2/(|x| + |y|) for some constant A2 which is
independent of x and y. This together with the weaker estimate in the first
and third quadrants gives |/(x,y)| < ^/(|*| + M)'7'2 for some constant A
andall(x,y)
G R2.
This one example is enough to show that for any n > 2, there are nonzero
functions in C0(R") and in certain Lp(Rn) with 2 < p < oo that do have a
dependence relation among their translates. The essential idea is that when
the zero set for a characteristic trigonometric polynomial of a difference
equation over R 2 contains a nonlinear arc, then there will be C0(R 2) solutions
to the difference equation. Indeed, suppose that the zero set contains a
C3-curve c: [0, 1] -» R2 such that for all nonempty open intervals / c [0, 1],
c(I) is not contained in a straight line in R2. Then, by restricting the domain
of c and making a suitable quadratic change of variables, one can replace c
by a curve c0: [0, 1] —>R2 with image also in the zero set such that, with
c0(t) = (a(t), ß(t)); one has (1) \a'\, \ß'\, \a"\, \ß"\ are bounded away from
0, (2) either a'ß' > 0 and a"ß" < 0 or a'ß' < 0 and a"ß" > 0, and (3)
a"/ß" assumes any value at most once. One can then prove, using Lemmas
2.2 and 2.3, that the function

/(*>>0 = [ exp(/(x,y)- c0(t)) dt
satisfies the difference equation in question and is a C0(R2) function with
|/(x,y)| < ^4/(|x| + |y|)1/2 for some constants. Hence, the explicit example
above is really typical of difference equation over R2 with a curvilinear
section in the zero set of its characteristic trigonometric polynomial.
The evaluation of the asymptotic behavior of Fourier integrals of the type
above is a difficult subject with a long history, only a small part of which is
mentioned here. Suppose

f(*>y)= f %>(/(x,y)*cO) dt
where c(t) is a C2-curve in R2; assume that (x,y) is perpendicular to c'(t0) for
some unique point t0 G (a, ß), but that (x,y)- c"(t0) ¥= 0. This is the
situation in Example 2.1 for a cone of vectors (x, y) lying in the first and third
quadrants. One of the theorems of asymptotic expansions (see Erdélyi [7, p.
51]) shows that if (x,y) = r(cos 9, sin 9), then as r -» oo,
/(x,y)

~ C/--'/2exp(/(x,y)

• c(t0) + i-n/4)

where the constant C = 27r/(cos 9, sin 9)- c"(t0). Hence, the order (|x| +
|y|)-1/2 is the correct order at infinity for |/(x,y)|. Because in Example 2.1
there is a cone of vectors (x,y) in the first quadrant in which (cos 9, sin 9) •
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c"(t) is bounded away from zero, the complex-valued function f(x, y) of
Example 2.1 is only in Lp(R2) iorp > 4. Although this resolves the question
of the Zj,-spaces to which this example belongs, it does not say whether there
can be other solutions in Lp-classes for p < 4. In Corollary 2.7, it is shown
that the only solutions to this difference equation are in Lp(R2) iorp > 4.
However, if one is willing to increase the dimension of the Euclidean space
in which the difference equation is defined, then solutions in Z^-spaces with/»
closer to 2 do certainly exist. Suppose S is a compact (n — l)-dimensional
surface in R", possibly with boundary, and p is a smooth mass density on the
surface, vanishing near the boundary. Let

/(y)=

f exp(/yx)u(x)dS(x)

Js

where dS is the (n — l)-dimensional surface volume measure. Littman [20]
proves a theorem which strengthens one due to Hlawka and Herz (see Herz
[10]) that when S is sufficiently smooth and at each point of S some k of the
n — 1 principal curvatures are different from zero, then |/(y)| < ^(||y||-*^2)
for some constant A. This theorem is closely related to the asymptotic
expansions which are studied in Erdelyi [7] and Chako [2], but there is a
uniformity for the direction of y. These estimates may be used to give
interesting examples of solutions to difference equations in R" with n large.
Example 2.4. Consider the difference equation in R" given by

2(n - l)f(x\> .->**)-

f(x\ + l,x2,...,

+ • • • +/(x„

...,xn_„

x„) + /(x, - 1, x2, . . ., x„)
x„ + I) + f(xx,.

. . , x„_x, xn - 1).

The characteristic polynomial
n

p(xx, . . ., x„) = n - 1 - 2

cos(x,)

has a zero set which is a disjoint union of compact (n — l)-dimensional
surfaces of positive Gaussian curvature. Let Sn be the connected component
of the zero set containing the points with all coordinates zero except for one
which is ± ir/2; let/, be the Fourier transform of the surface volume element
dS„. Then by the theorem of Herz [10], |/„(y)| < A(\\y\\~(n~l)/2) for some
constant A. This function/, satisfies the difference equation and/, G C0(R")
n ¿^(R") for all/? with/7/2 > n/(n - 1). Hence, for any q > 2, there is a
sufficiently large dimension n for which there is some/, G Lg(R") that has a
dependence relation among its translates; this shows that Theorem 1.2 cannot

be improved.
Example 2.5. Consider any difference equation in R2 for which there is a
C°°-curve c: [0, 1] ->•R2 whose image lies in the zero set of the characteristic
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trigonometric polynomial. The curvature of c = (a, ß) is ± | ß'a" —
a'ß"\/((a')2 + (ß')2)3/2, which can only be zero on an open interval I c
[0, 1] if c(I) is contained in a straight line. The nonlinearity of c in Example
2.1 which gave the sign conditions on a and ß clearly forces the curvature to
be nonvanishing. Hence, the existence of C0(R2) solutions to difference
equations as in Example 2.1 is really a special case of the theorems mentioned
above. However, in explicit examples similar to the one in Example 2.1, we
can employ Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 to avoid the use of a smooth mass density
vanishing near the endpoints of integration. Also, the estimate given by
Lemma 2.2 when it applies will be stronger than the general ones.
There are two questions left unresolved by these examples of C0(R") or
Zj,(Ä") solutions to difference equations. Suppose we take a particular
difference equation in R" for n > 2 and there is a C0(R") solution. What is
the infimum of all p > 2 for which there is a nonzero solution to the
difference equation in Lp(Rn)1 Also, if we fix a dimension n > 2, what is the
infimum /?„ of all thosep > 2 for which there is a nonzero function in Lp(R")
with linearly dependent translates? The examples above show 2 < ßn <
2n/(n - 1). The next theorem will help to answer these questions. Notice
that if / G Lp(Rn) or / G C0(R") and for some difference operator D,
Df = 0, then taking the Fourier transform of Df as a tempered distribution
shows that/as a tempered distribution is supported in the zero set %p of the
characteristic trigonometric polynomial. For the relevant background

material see [4], [15], [18],[22], [25], [30].
Theorem 2.6. If S c R" is a closed subset of Hausdorff dimension no larger
than n — 1, and T ¥= 0 is a tempered distribution with supp(T) c S such that

f G Lp(R"), thenp > 2n/(n - 1).
Proof. By multiplying T with a C °°-function of compact support, one may
assume that T is bounded and S is compact. Then for 0 < a < n, the integral
/=/"

J Rn

|f(x)|2|x|a~"dx<oo

if and only if the integral
J=(

|f(x)|2|x|a""dx<

oo.

J\x\>l

Assume oo > p > 2 and writep = 2r with 1 < r < oo; let 1/7 + \/q = 1.

Then by Holder's inequality,
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Hence, since f G ¿¿(R"), J < oo if
f

|x|(°-',)9dx<oo.

That is, I < oo if (a — n)q + n < 0. By a theorem of Deny [3, p. 142], at
least for n — 1 < a < n, if I < oo, then there exists a probability measure u
with supp(u) C supp(70 such that
f

JR"

|/x(x)|2|x|a-"dx<«3.

But by a theorem of Frostman [8, p. 90], the Hausdorff dimension of S is also
the capacitary dimension of S. Hence, for a > n — 1, there exists no probability measure p with supp( p) C S and
/

JR"

|ji(x)|

|x|a

" dx < oo.

Therefore, for all a > n — 1, we must have (a — n)q + n > 0. That is,
(n - a)/n

< \/q = (r - \)/r

= (p - 2)/p

for all a > (n — 1). Letting ai(n — 1) gives l/n

< (p — 2)/p and so p >

2n/(n - 1). □
We can see from this theorem that the Zj, estimates in Examples 2.1 and 2.4
are the best possible because the zero set of a nontrivial trigonometric
polynomial has Hausdorff dimension equal to some integer 1, 2,. . . , n — 1.
Corollary
2.7. Any nonzero function f G Lp(R") withp < 2n/(n
linearly independent translates.

- 1) has

Proof. The zero set of a nonzero trigonometric polynomialp on R" is the
intersection with R " of an analytic variety in C. By theorems in Whitney [33]
and [35], see also Whitney and Bruhat [34], the zero set of p is a locally finite
union of analytic manifolds. By Lemma 1.1, the Hausdorff dimension of this
manifold is never equal to n. Hence, the Hausdorff dimension of the zero set
of/> is no larger than n — I. □
It is not clear whether functions in Lp(R") withp = 2n/(n — 1) and n > 2
also have independent translates and it would be interesting to be able to
resolve this case for the critical value of p. Also, Professor J.-P. Kahane has
shown in a letter by a different argument that if S c Rn is a closed set with
Hausdorff dimension k < n, and T ^= 0 is a tempered distribution with
supp(70 c S and T G ^(R"), thenp > 2n/k. This allows one to get better
lower bounds for the Zj,-class of a solution to a particular difference equation.
It would be useful to know some trigonometric polynomials onÄ" with
Ac-dimensional zero sets that are not locally finite unions of subsets of
hyperplanes.
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In contrast with the examples so far presented in this section, some
difference equations, although admitting nonzero solutions, do not have any
solutions which vanish at infinity. In order to give examples of this type in
R", some of the theory of distributions supported in a vector subspace
Rh c R" will be needed. As in Schwartz [31, Tome I, pp. 100-102], represent
the points z G R" as z = (x,y) with x G Rh, y G Rk and h + k = n. The
restriction <pon Rh of a C"-function <p(x,y) defined on R" with_compact
support is defined by <p(x) = y(x, 0) for all x G Rh; the extension T to R" of
a distribution T on Rh is defined, for C"-functions <pon R" with compact
support, by T(tp) = T(q>). A derivative transverse to the subspace Rh is any
multi-indexed partial derivative with respect to the component variables of y.
Theorem 2.8. All distributions T,XJ,¡with support contained in a subspace Rh
of R" admit a unique decomposition as a locally finite linear combination of
derivatives transverse to Rh of extensions to R" of distributions defined on Rh:

Each of the distributions Tq has support contained in the support of T and the
distributions Tq depend continuously on T.

If the support of the distribution T is compact, then this sum reduces to a
finite sum; a particular case of this theorem is that a distribution which is
supported at a point is a finite sum of derivatives of the Dirac mass at the
point.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose D is a difference operator on R" for which the
characteristic zero set Zp is a locally finite union of subsets of hyperplanes in
R". Then Df = 0 has no nonzero solutions f G C0(R") or in ^(R") for
1 < p < oo.

Proof. Suppose Df = 0 with 0 =£f G Lp(R") and 1 < p < oo. Let <pbe a
continuous function with compact support in R" such that the convolution

/ * q>¥=0. Then Df * tp = D(f * <p)and, hence, 0 = D (f * <p)also. But / * <p
is in C0(R"), and so without loss of generality only the case 0 ¥=f G C0(R")
is considered. In addition, by convolving again with a C "-function having
compact support, we may assume 0 ¥=f G C0(R") and / is also a C"function.
If Df = 0, then as indicated above, / has a support in % . By the
assumption on the structure of %p, there exist a point x G supp/ and an
open set U about x such that U n supp/ is contained in a hyperplane
H c R". Let 9 be a C"-function with compact support in U which is
identically one in a neighborhood of x; then, because <p is the Fourier
transform of an integrable function, ftp is also the Fourier transform of a
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C "-function F in C0(R "). By applying a rotation to F and then multiplying
the resulting function by a character y(x) = exp(i7 • x) for / G R", we may
assume F is supported in the subspace R"~l = {(xx, .. ., x„_„ 0): x¡ G R)

of R" without altering the fact that 0 9* F G C0"(R").
But now Theorem 2.8 says that F = 2, Df(Tq)M where x G R"~\ y G
R, and the sum is a finite sum of derivatives with respect toy. Let N be fixed
with N — 1 the largest value of q in the sum and let <p be an arbitrary
C"-function on R" with compact support. Then the partial derivative

(9 N/dy N)F is a distribution with

= (-i)NF((y\T) = (-irF(y\).
But for any q,

where ^(x) = Z>?(y ^«pXx, 0). Since JV > q for any <?in the sum representing
F, y is identically zero and, therefore, the term D*(Tq\X0l)(yN<p)— 0. Hence,
(dN/dyN)F is zero because its Fourier transform is zero when evaluated on
an arbitrary test function. This means that as a function of the variable y, Fis
a polynomial of degree at most N — 1 for each fixed value for the variables
x,, . . ., xn_,. This is impossible because 0 ¥= F G C0(R"). □
Example 2.10. If instead of the difference equation in Example 2.1, one
considers the difference equation

4/(x,y)

=/(x

+ l,y) +/(x

- l,y) +/(x,y

+ 1) +/(x,y

- 1),

then the corresponding polynomialp(x,y) = 4(2 —cos x —cosy) and %p is
a discrete set. Theorem 2.9 shows that this difference equation has no
solutions in Lp(R") for 1 < p < 00 or in C0(R") other than zero.
The next corollary was communicated in a letter by Professor R. E.
Edwards; he used an argument which suggested the proof of Theorem 2.9.
Corollary
2.11. Any nonzero function in C0(R) or Lp(R) for 1 < p < 00
has linearly independent translates.

Proof. A trigonometric polynomial on the real line can be extended to an
analytic function of the complex plane; so it must have a discrete set of zeros
unless it is identically zero. Hence, any difference equation Df = 0 with D not
identically zero must have the characteristic zero set Zp discrete; this means
that Theorem 2.9 applies to any nontrivial difference equation on the real

line. □
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The examples given in the beginning of this section and Theorem 2.9
suggest a characterization of those difference equations over R" for n > 2
which have a nonzero solution in C0(R"). To do this, we need to use Theorem
1 in Baggett and Taylor [36] which implies that an analytic submanifold of R"
which does not lie in any hyperplane must support many functions with
Fourier transform in C0(R"). Using this, the same decomposition theorem of
Whitney used in Corollary 2.7 gives the following theorem.
Theorem 2.12. A difference equation over R" for n > 2 has no nonzero
solutions in C0(R") if and only if the zero set of the characteristic trigonometric
polynomial is a locally finite union of subsets of hyperplanes in R".

It is perhaps worth pointing out that many of the facts about the Lp-class of
solutions to linear difference equations which are mentioned in this section
also apply to solutions to partial differential equations on R". For example,
any nonzero function/ G Lp(R") with/7 < 2n/(n — 1) cannot be a solution
to a nontrivial partial differential equation on R". Also, parallel to Examples
2.1 and 2.4, there are nontrivial partial differential equations on R" for n > 2
which admit Cœ-solutions that are in C0(R") and in all Lp(R") for/7 > 2n/(n
— 1). In proving these facts, the trigonometric polynomials are replaced by
real polynomials of several variables and the theory of tempered distributions
is used analogously.

3. Compact abelian groups. In compact abelian groups, there are always
nonzero functions in LX(G) which have linearly dependent translates; however, if / G LX(G) and the Fourier transform / is never zero, then / has
linearly independent translatés. It is natural to try to characterize those
functions which do have a dependence relation among the translates. It seems
difficult to get a simple characterization of this phenomenon in general as a
subsequent example will show, but in some special cases this can be done.
For example, here is an instance of a theorem of Lech [19] which can be used
to solve this problem for the circle group T. We thank Professor B. Baishanski for pointing out this theorem; it would be enlightening to know a simple
proof.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that cx,. .., c„ G C and nonzero tx,. .. ,tn G C.
Consider the integers k such that 2"_ i Cjtj1= 0. If this set of integers is infinite,
then it consists of a finite number of the residue classes in Z modulo some whole
number r and, in addition, at most a finite number of other integers.

Remarks. This theorem is proved by Lech in greater generality than is
stated here; the theorem will be used in the case that the scalars /, have
|/,-1= 1. It is not hard to see that when the (t¡) are free abelian generators in
the circle group, Kronecker's lemma and Lech's theorem show that there is at
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most a finite number of solutions k G Z to an equation of the form 2"_ i Cjtf
= 0, unless all the coefficients c, = 0. What is the number of such solutions?
Is it less than «? This is tantamount to asking whether when (r,) are free
abelian generators in the circle group and sx,. .., s„ are distinct integers, is it
the case that det(tf') =£ 0? This problem has been solved in a few special cases

(see [32]).
Theorem 3.2. A function f G Lp(T) or f G C(T) has a nontrivial dependence relation among its translates if and only if f(z) has the form

/(z)=p(z,z-)+2^(^)
j=l

wherep(z, z) is a polynomial with complex coefficients, r > 2 is an integer, each
rj is an integer and k < r — 1, and each function f, G Lp(T) or fj G C(T) as
f G Lp(T) or f G C(T). That is, f has linearly independent translates if and
only if the support of its Fourier transform f on Z contains a complete set of
residues modulo every nonzero integer.

Proof. Assume that for distinct /,,...,/„
G T and some scalars cx,. . . ,c„
G C, one has 2J= x c}TJ = 0. Taking the Fourier transform shows that the
support of/is contained in {k G Z: 2"_, Cjtf = 0}. If one assumes that not
all of the scalars c, are zero, then this set cannot be all of Z. Using Theorem
3.1, the support of/is contained in a proper number of the residue classes
modulo r for some r > 2 excepting a finite number of terms; so there exists a
polynomialp(z, z) such that/ - p has spectrum in a union of residue classes
A)mod r. But then in any of the Banach spaces Lp(T) or C(T), there exists a
projection Qj with range the functions having spectrum {k G Z: k " r,
mod r); Qj is given by
'-> s'y(s'z)
1=0

r

where s is any fixed primitive /-th-root of unity. Hence, as / G Lp(T) or

/ G C(T), the function

/(Z)-/7(Z,J)=2^(0
for some functions/ G Lp(T) or/; G C(T).
Conversely, suppose / has the form above and let j be a primitive rth-root
of unity. Define Px to be the difference operator TLjml(Tt — srd). Then since
(7; - sV)(zyj(zr))
= 0,

i»,ii.*9<*,))-&
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Also, if P2 is the difference operator 11^1-M(T, - t'l) where M > deg(p),
then P2(p) = 0. Hence, for any such Px and P2, we have (ZJ,Z>2)/= 0. By
taking t with an irrational argument, one is guaranteed that PXP2 is not an
identically zero operator and so (Z>,/>2)/ = 0 represents a nontrivial difference
equation that / satisfies. □
Corollary
3.3. The only functions in LX(T) which have a linear dependence
relation among the translates by free abelian generators in T are the
trigonometric polynomials.

Proof. See the Remarks after Theorem 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 3.2.

D
The form of a function/ G LX(T) which satisfies a nontrivial difference
equation is that of a proper sum of characters multiplied by periodic
functions. It seems unlikely that this will remain true for the higher dimensional tori too, but it certainly cannot be generalized to all connected
compact'metric abelian groups as the following example shows. This theorem
also shows how badly the same structure theorem may fail if T is replaced by

R.
Example 3.4. Consider the function p(x) = sin x - V2 sin 2irx. This
function has an infinite number of zeros in R but its zero set does not contain
an infinite arithmetic sequence. First, notice that when the fractional part

{x} G (\, |), thenp(x) < 0; and when {x} G (f, \), thenp(x) > 0. So/7
has infinitely many zeros and also no infinite arithmetic sequence (x0 + rj:
j > 0) can all be zeros of p(x) unless r is rational. Suppose that (x0 + rj:
j > 0) are zeros of p and r = a/b

a^O

with a and b relatively prime integers,

and b > 0. Let/ = 0, 2¿7,b to get
sin x0 = V2 sin 2t7x0,

sin(x0 + 2d) = V2 sin 2it(x0 + 2a),

and
sin(x0 + a) = V2 sin 2ît(x0 + a).

Then
sin(x0 + 2a) = V2 sin(2îrx0 + Aira) = V2 sin 27rx0 = sin x0.
Hence, there exists ac0G Z with
x0 + 2a = x0 + 27tac0 or

x0 + 2a = it — x0 + 27tac0.

The first case says that it is rational and so we must have x0 + a = ir(k0

+ 5 ). Hence,
± 1 = sin 77-(ac0+ \ ) = sin(x0 + a)

= V2 sin 2tt(xq + a) = V2 sin 2TT2(k0+ \ ).
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This means sin 2iT2(k0+ 5) ■» ± 1/V2 and so there exists kx G Z such that
2ir2(k0 + ( j)) = tt/4 + kxit/2. This again forces m to be rational. Hence, p
cannot have an infinite arithmetic progression in its set of zeros.
Now enumerate the zeros of p as (x„) and let (an) be nonzero scalars with
2"_i|a„| < 00. Consider the function F: R-* C given by F(x) =
2"= ! an exp(/x„x). Then F is an almost periodic function with Fourier
transform having support equal to the zeros of p. Because
2ip(x) = exp(zx) — exp( —ix) —V2 exp(2îr/'x) +V2

exp( —2-nix),

the function F satisfies the difference equation

0= TXF- T_XF-V2 T2„F + V2 T_2vF.
Because the spectrum of F is infinite but contains no infinite arithmetic
sequence, F cannot be written as a sum of periodic functions on R multiplied
by characters of R. This makes it clear that there cannot be a theorem exactly
like Theorem 3.2 which characterizes the functions in LX(R) that satisfy a
difference equation. However, it is the case that any uniformly continuous
bounded function which satisfies a nontrivial difference equation is almost
periodic (see Kahane [14, p. 43]); this fact also gives an alternate method of
proving Corollary 2.9 because nonzero functions in C0(R) are not almost

periodic.
Example 3.4 can also be induced onto a connected compact abelian group
in this manner. Let X be the subgroup of R generated by the sequence (x„) of
zeros of the trigonometric polynomial p. In the discrete topology, X is the
dual group of a connected compact metric abelian group G and the point
evaluations y„: G^>T given by y„(g) = xn(g) are continuous characters on
G. Let F(g) = 2"=1 a„y„(g); this defines a continuous function F: G -* C
which is not a finite sum of characters on G multiplied by periodic functions.
Also, the character on X given by restricting x -» exp(/'Äx) to X defines an
element RK of G. By taking Fourier transforms, one can see that F satisfies
the difference equation

0= TRF"I

TR
F-V2
K-l

T»
F + V2 TR
F.
K2*
K-2v

This example shows that there will not be a simple theorem like Theorem 3.2
which characterizes the continuous functions on connected compact metric
abelian groups that have a dependence relation among their translates. It
would be worthwhile to know if there is a similar example on the torus T2.
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